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“What?!” The 

judge was immediately shocked, and the situation was completely unexpected. 

But reflecting at this time, it is impossible to want to be pure at the moment. 

He could only barely block with his arm, and then his body quickly retreated. 

“Pfft!” 

But there was still a crisp sound. 

After that, the judge finally retreated completely and lowered his head suddenly, only to find that a long 

bloodstain had been left on his arm. 

Although the wound was not too deep, it had already shattered his clothes on the spot. 

“Come on.” 

On the other side of the knife scar, but the punch was not hurt at all. At this time, the more excited he 

was fighting, he couldn’t help roaring angrily. 

The judge was in a hurry, but there was nothing he could do with time. 

“Roar!” 

But under the stage, the people of the Polar Bear Legion were completely boiling. 

Everyone knows very well that Scar’s going to the so-called judge is completely over the top of the low-

level to the high-level. The disparity between 

the two sides is too great. But it happened that it was such a situation that seemed impossible to win at 

all. Scar won. And, it’s definitely not just a small win. In this battle, it can almost be said that Scar won 

completely, Niu Niu**. Hardly resisted the judge with two heavy attacks, but he was still at peace and 

nothing happened. 

Based on this alone, Scar can already be a god in a battle. 

What’s more, Scar also attacked in reverse, hurting the judge. 

“Damn, is Scar really his bull, although he is our brother, but to be honest, I never thought he would 

win?” 

“Yeah, the disparity between the two sides is too big. It’s not an order of magnitude at all.” 

“Haha, but this also proves one thing, that is our new alliance leader, he is awesome. Think about it, if 

the scar is equipped with a set of him, it can be directly If we turn over to serfs 

and sing, then even if we can’t reach the strength of Scar, but we won’t be too weak, right?” 

Everyone reacted when they mentioned this. 



Emotions soared and excited. 

After all, this thing is related to everyone’s vital interests, who will be unhappy? ! 

Thinking about it being the same as Knife Scar, that’s just… 

“Damn, our polar bear regiment, we won’t be able to fly like a goddamn god at that time?” 

How excited and happy here is, how shocked and depressed the rebels there are. 

For them, the last second they might have tried their best to humiliate and ridicule the other side, but 

now the flip hits them instantly, and the backhand is a slap in the face. 

pain! 

It hurts so fu**ing hard, but I can’t resist. 

This is simply… 

think about it, if they join George Han, then… 

they are stronger than 

these commoners. If… the more you think about it, the 

more ruined the intestines of these people are. 

But they also knew that at this time, they wanted to return to George Han’s arms, and the possibility 

was not high. 

But in the face of the huge temptation, the group finally decided to look at George Han pitifully, hoping 

that he would be merciful and accept them too. 

“Scar, what are you still doing? Give me a chance to pursue the victory.” George Han urged Scar without 

ignoring anyone at all. 

Still fighting? ! 

This time, Scar himself felt a little hairy. 

Yes, armor is really useful, but that doesn’t mean it’s omnipotent. 

Although now, he does have the upper hand. 

However, the scar is also very clear. If he fights for a long time, one is that the armor is too heavy after 

all, which will greatly consume his physical strength. The other is that he has just obtained the armor, 

but his proficiency is not high. The third is the 

judge . After all, he is a master. Once he finds out the way and deals with him in a targeted manner, his 

odds of winning will continue to decline. 

But when he looked at George Han, his eyes were still firm. 

At this time, he was completely helpless, and he could only grit his teeth and rush towards the judge 

again. “You bastard , 



you really thought you were invincible after asking you for some cheap money?” He was also completely 

furious, and rushed directly to the scar. The two swords and flints have once again faced off directly. 

George Han frowned, showing a rare trace of nervousness. He also knows that right now, he is really a 

strong man. However, George Han also understands better that this unit has been enjoying growth from 

the very beginning of its establishment. Go ahead to dangers! 
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“Scar, thank you for your hard work.” 

George Han thought silently. 

boom! 

On the platform at this time, the two people are also confronting once again. 

But unlike before, this time the judge obviously couldn’t fall in the same place twice. 

He is obviously no longer single-handedly attacking, but has changed his style of play. 

For him, flexible use is the best way to deal with turtles. 

Although Scar is trying his best to attack, and he doesn’t need to worry about his own defense at all, but, 

as he said before, such a heavy armor consumes a lot of physical strength. 

After just a few rounds, Scar was already covered in sweat, and the whole person’s actions began to be 

extremely slow. 

The judge drank coldly: “Scar, I can’t stand it so soon? I’m not afraid to tell you, I haven’t sweated yet.” 

The 

judge’s strategy this time is very 

simple, that is, not to face hard steel, nor to take any head-to-head confrontation. . 

It is simply dodging, it is pure consumption. 

Scar was very angry, but he could only watch the judge flying above his head, helpless. 

“If you’re out of strength, then you’re just an iron stone.” 

“Even if you’re tough enough, so what?” 

“It’s just a fixed sandbag.” After finishing 

his words, looking at the scar that was almost exhausted, The judge swooped down directly. 

At the same time, a huge barrier formed in the palm of his hand, pressing down directly. 

The purpose of the judge is obvious, just like the way ordinary people deal with heavy armor, since I 

can’t hurt your surface with a knife and gun, and I can’t smash the golden helmet with my fists and feet. 

Then I will directly hit it with a huge hard object like a chariot. 

I don’t ask for hard objects to break the defense, but the huge impact is 



enough to hit you hard. 

The judge still took the above attack, which also means that the ground will strengthen this impact. 

Although Scar had never fought a major battle, he also understood the basic principles. 

There is only one thought in his mind at the moment, and that is to retreat quickly. 

However, due to the huge physical exertion and the inconvenience of heavy equipment, he had no time 

or opportunity to hide in the face of the huge energy shield in the hands of the judge. 

“The first style of the Overlord Spear, sweeping across the eight wastes!” 

“Dantian of luck, the spear is a stick, the stick is on the ground, and the sky is swept away.” At the 

critical moment, George Han spoke up. 

That voice, George Han, was transmitted by his divine sense, so only Scar could hear it. 

He was stunned for a moment, and then after he reacted, it was George Han’s voice, and then he 

suddenly recovered. 

Immediately afterwards, according to the moves taught by George Han, he shot directly! 

boom! 

The golden spear swept across the sky, the flame of the spear tip flashed, and he immediately 

exchanged fire with the judge who rushed down. 

Surprisingly, when this shot came down, the judge’s seemingly sure attack was instantly broken in half. 

“Calm down, the second style of the Overlord Spear is invincible.” 

Boom! 

The golden gun was collected, mentioned, and swept away. 

The judge had to dodge by himself, and his offensive was completely neutralized. 

“What?” The judge gritted his teeth. 

An attack that was bound to be won, forcibly disappeared in front of his eyes, like a duck flying directly 

to the mouth. 

“Scar, although I’m not familiar with you, I’ve never heard of your kid being able to use such 

marksmanship?” 

Although the guy only used two moves, the judge could see that these two moves were very powerful, 

offensive and defensive. Both. 

Obviously, this trick is definitely not something that an ordinary person can do 

casually . 

Secondly, Scar’s use of guns is very unfamiliar, which also shows that this guy has just been trained. 



Think about it, it’s just a real gun grinding, and the user is a person whose qualifications and cultivation 

are far below him, but he can stand up to his own determined attack. 

As long as you are not a fool, you can understand the power of it. 

“What? Judge, are you afraid?” 

It was obvious that Scar could not have imagined that he had blocked the judge’s attack so easily. 

But because of this, Scar’s confidence has been greatly increased, and the state of fatigue has obviously 

been left behind by him. 

“Am I afraid?” 

“Of course you are afraid, because this is what my leader just taught me. Thirty, the overlord returns to 

the carbine!” After the 

words were finished, a shot that made the judges stunned, attacked directly… 
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brush! 

The speed of the gun, almost in the blink of an eye! 

The so-called dragon is just like that. 

That is to say, the judge is really not an ordinary person, and he can seize the opportunity to dodge in a 

hurry, otherwise, he must be a corpse on the gun now. 

He turned around and patted his abdomen, but there was blood flowing, and his armor was pierced. 

Just a little bit, and he lost his life. 

“You…” 

Looking at the scar, the judge’s face was full of disbelief. 

how is this possible? ! 

Even if it is Han 3000**, so what? 

Those who practice Taoism and even those who practice martial arts know that any move is actually not 

something that can be achieved overnight. 

Many times, it requires continuous polishing by practitioners, and finally turns into the muscle memory 

of the body. 

But this guy is just the opposite. 

This is simply outrageous. 

How could he possibly know 



what move he was going to use, and how could he be sure that the move he used could defeat his 

move? ! 

It just doesn’t make sense. 

George Han smiled slightly, looking at the judge in amazement like a fool, he was really amused. 

In theory, the judge doubts that life is indeed normal. 

But the problem is that he missed a most important point. 

That’s the high end game. 

It’s like, if a set of exercises is too strong, it means that the person who learns it is already at the adult 

level. 

Although he is a beginner. 

But in the face of a child, no matter how well he learns, what use is it? 

It’s not a level at all, it’s not a size at all. 

In fact, George Han wanted to practice this set of Overlord’s marksmanship for a long time, but he has 

been suffering from lack of time. 

As for its history. 

The true god of the swamp land was passed on to George Han that day. 

Therefore, to 

a certain extent, George Han is indeed willing to invest his blood. 

For a subordinate of one’s own, what he learns is this kind of supreme learning. 

But George Han figured it out. 

This troop will always be his main force in the future. How can it be done without making it stronger? ! 

“Judge, do you still want to fight?” George Han said at this time. 

Although the Overlord Spear is fierce, the consumption of internal force is also extremely huge. 

Scar has always just adjusted the meridians by himself, and his foundation is weak. If he consumes too 

much, it will only backfire. 

So far, it’s been pretty good. 

“You…” The judge was a little dissatisfied, but he didn’t dare to say it. 

He doesn’t know how powerful this marksmanship will be in the future. After all, it’s only the third style 

right now. 

“Don’t be dissatisfied, this set of marksmanship is the Overlord Spear.” 



“I know, of course, with your qualifications, you 

can’t understand how powerful it is.” 

“But what I can tell you is that its original body is someone It is owned by the true God of a very long 

time.” 

“So, do you want to continue playing?!” As 

soon as the words fell, a senior executive from the rebel army suddenly jumped out. 

“How is that possible!” 

“What are you bragging about?! Although we know your skills, we are not going to lie to us by boasting 

about these things. We are not fools, how is it so easy to get the things of the true God? “ 

Yes, a true god’s stunt is a top-notch existence. Even if you can get it, I want to ask, you are willing to 

give it to your subordinates?” 

“This is absolutely impossible!” 

George Han smiled contemptuously, a bunch of idiots , How does the frog at the bottom of the well 

understand how big the sky is? ! 

Only the judge stared at George Han in disbelief. 

Just when the group of people below was about to jeer 

, he suddenly raised his hand to signal them to be quiet. 

As a party, I am afraid that no one knows and understands the power of the Overlord Spear better than 

him. 

Knife Scar was just jealous and performed three bad dances, but abruptly he could defuse his extremely 

strong offensive, and at the same time, he could turn back into attack in the blink of an eye. 

His scar is not a genius, and his judge is definitely not a useless person. 

So, there is only one possibility. 

That is this set of marksmanship, and it is indeed not as simple as ordinary people imagine. 

“Judge, you played against Scar just now. You have the right to speak. You can pierce their hides . 

“ 

What kind of hero, it turns out, it’s just a braggart.” 

“No!” The judge suddenly said, looking at George Han: “This set of marksmanship is most likely passed 

down by the true god!” 
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“What?” A group of 



people heard this, suddenly stunned. 

You know, this word may come out of any mouth, and it should be laughed at. 

However, for them, what the judge said was completely different. 

After all, he was their head in a sense, and now their leader. 

If even he said it was a magical skill, how would they refute it? ! 

“True God?” 

“Judge, have you been beaten to death by someone? How could there be a biography of the True God?” 

“That’s right. On weekdays, we don’t even see the face of the True God, let alone the true biography of 

the True God. “ 

Do you think we are idiots?” 

“I think it’s clear that the judge lost, so I’m deliberately boasting about its power.” 

“Yeah, in 

this way , the loss is not completely lost. “ 

Faced with such ridicule, he was already in a rage, and the judge who was very unwilling was even more 

angry. He looked at his so-called brothers with hatred. 

“You ba****, is this deity in your eyes?” 

After the roar, everyone instantly silenced. 

They are still afraid of the judge. 

The judge looked back at George Han: “But, I don’t understand, this magical skill should be top secret, 

even if you only need to say that you want to give it away, there are countless people in this world who 

have broken their heads and want to come to you. “ 

“I can say that, it is enough to make the entire Demon Race turbulent.” 

“But, you just gave it to your subordinates so easily? How is this possible?!” 

“George Han, there is a limit to pretending , you are 

too willing to spend too much, right?” 

George Han smiled contemptuously: “Judge, why are you so unwilling?” 

“The magic is really strong, and I know its preciousness. But, so what?” 

“It has Are my brothers precious?” 

“I know, in your eyes, my brothers were civilians before, so you don’t look down on them at all.” 

“I can understand, but because of this, I can’t let them be You look down on them.” 



“They have no foundation, I have them, they have no money, I have them, they don’t know how to 

cultivate, I have them!” 

“Today, it is his scar that flew to the sky, and in the future, all the brothers of the Polar Bear Legion will 

do the same. ” When the 

words fell, the audience was quiet. 

The rebels did not expect that joining polar bears would be so beneficial, and they were completely 

shocked at the moment 

. 

The polar bear’s brothers did not expect that they simply wanted to go to the world with George Han, 

but it was such a super gift when they met. 

This gift, none of them would dare to do this in their dreams in this life. 

“Roar!” 

Suddenly, the brothers of the Polar Bear Legion burst into cheers after a brief shock. 

The rebels were completely awakened by such a voice. They looked at each other unwillingly. They 

wanted to cry, but at this time they couldn’t cry. 

“Did he know this earlier, we… we should join George Han.” 

“Yeah, if you join them, you can not only have equipment like scars, but also magical skills to learn. 

Come on, we’re wandering all our lives trying to figure something out, don’t we fu**ing think that we 

can set foot on 

the pinnacle of life?” 

“fu** it. , we went around in a fu**ing circle, but we lost the watermelon and picked up a sesame seed, I 

regret it.” 

“I took it, I took it, I took it completely.” 

Many people were annoyed, and some exaggerated people even more at this time Angrily, he slapped 

himself madly. 

What the fu** is this doing! 

“Master Han, Master Han, we were wrong, we were wrong, we… let’s join you too.” 

“Yes, we can fight and work, we are experienced.” 

“Master Han, it was us before . The dog’s eyes don’t know Mount Tai, I beg you, give us a chance too.” A 

group of people said and knelt with sincerity. 

Even the judge simply bent slightly towards George Han as a gesture of goodwill. 

George Han smiled lightly, glanced at everyone, and opened his mouth… 
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“George Han is very grateful for your love.” 

“Actually, when he created the Polar Bear Army, George Han had already thought about it. , anyone 

from the Demon Castle can join.” 

Hearing George Han’s words, many rebels immediately showed joy. 

A bunch of people were very happy. 

But in the next second, George Han suddenly changed the conversation: “However, everything has a 

limit. I gave it to you, but you didn’t cherish it, so this opportunity is gone.” 

“So, the Polar Bear Group The registration has ended.” 

“Everyone, you should find your own way.” “I won’t take back the pile of gold bricks 

that I bet against you before, so I will give you the travel expenses.” 

With a move of his hand, the pile of gold bricks immediately flew in front of the rebels. 

The happy smiles of the rebels were completely frozen on their faces. 

They were completely dumbfounded. 

But for many 

who join the polar bear corps, it’s a joy. 

After all, although the contradictions between them and the soldiers in the city are not very deep, they 

are still separated from each other in general. It is difficult for them to fight side by side with this group 

of people. 

Now, these people are completely out of play, and they are happy to be at ease. 

George Han gave a bitter smile. 

Actually, he didn’t lie. 

He really thought that way. Although these soldiers are hateful, they often have their innocent side. 

Soldier. 

Sometimes it is bound to be used as a gunner. 

So, if they’re willing to join themselves, it’s okay to give them a chance. 

But they missed this opportunity. 

George Han knows very well that those who are willing to join him at the first time are those who are 

really willing to join him. 

But now that they have defected, their hearts… have changed. , 



Even 

so, what is the use of recruiting? 

As for the money, whether it is said that George Han is kind or other, to George Han, he just doesn’t 

want to say that these rebels will kill them all. 

There are a lot of gold bricks, and he doesn’t care how many more or less. 

In particular, it can appease the rebels to avoid trouble. 

“Okay.” The judge sighed heavily. 

Although he is very envious, he also knows that they are not qualified. 

The only thing unwilling is that George Han once gave them a chance, but they didn’t cherish it. 

“Let’s go.” The 

judge finished, looking at a group of brothers. 

The rebels also stood up from the ground unwillingly, and then reluctantly began to walk out of the city. 

Looking at the lonely backs, George Han didn’t have any sadness. Poor people must be pitiful. 

“Roar!” The 

polar bear army 

suddenly burst into all kinds of cheers. 

Taking advantage of this opportunity, Scar resisted exhaustion and rushed down from the stage in a few 

steps, and then knelt directly on top of George Han. 

“Thank you, Scar, for the reward from the leader.” 

“Scar swears that no matter where he is in the future, no matter where he will be in the future, Scar will 

never forget the kindness today.” As the 

words fell, Scar buried his head heavily on the ground. 

His stance was extremely low and his attitude extremely religious. 

For Scar, he was really moved. 

After all, for him, George Han is simply his supreme benefactor. 

Not only did he directly smash his previously hidden life completely, allowing him to see the light again, 

but most importantly, he completely changed his previous decadent life. 

Today’s Scar has not only been promoted to become a so-called commander but also has heaven-

defying cultivation. 

What is life-defying change? 



The scar may not have known it before, but 

now, it is a personal experience. 

George Han smiled lightly, and he also knew that Scar was showing his attitude to himself more. 

Gently holding the knife up, George Han smiled: “I said, we are brothers, so thank you so much, you 

don’t have to.” But 

the words just ended, wow~~~ 

The members of the Polar Bear Legion are brushing together again. Kneel down. 

“What are you doing?” George Han was slightly surprised. 

“Leader, we are all just rural commoners. Don’t say what life will be like before. Our current situation 

and extravagant expectations are that as long as we can live today, as for tomorrow, we are not 

qualified to think about it.” 

“But now, you not only gave We even gave us our future tomorrow.” 

“We kneel down and ask for nothing else, just want to tell you that I will go through fire and water in the 

future!” After that 

, everyone moved towards George Han and kowtowed again. , but outside the city at this time… 
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The men in black who had previously surrounded the entire city suddenly appeared. 

They looked at each other, then nodded to each other, rolled and turned, and shrunk wildly towards the 

city with incomparable swiftness. 

The judge and others were walking out of the city in a depressing manner, but they still haven’t reacted. 

Suddenly, a knife slashed directly across his neck. 

The next second, the soldiers behind him wanted to move, but the same daggers were thrown at their 

necks. 

In other words, the judge’s group, at least there are thousands of people, but there are so many people, 

but in the blink of an eye, there is no room for countermeasures to be controlled. 

The ability and swiftness of the other party’s actions are hardly to be said, and they are called ghosts 

and gods. 

“Deadpool?” 

Seeing these people, the panicked judge quickly calmed down. 

“As a judge, why didn’t you resist, and why didn’t you notify when something strange happened in the 

Demon Castle 

? 



“ 

Although he was wrapped in black clothes, he could see that this guy had a peculiar stature and was 

quite relaxed. 

Although his face was covered, he could see his deep chill through his eyes. 

“Do you think I don’t want to?” 

“For a long time, the elites of Tianmo Castle have been controlled by your dead servants, how many 

talents are thrown to our outer city?” 

“It’s usually nothing, but what do we do when we meet a real enemy? “The 

judge shouted coldly, not at all afraid of being held with a knife around his neck. 

The man in black did not refute, but his tone was obviously softened a lot. 

“How many people are there, and what are their origins?” 

“Five people.” 

“Five people?” 

“Don’t be so disdainful. Although they are few, don’t forget that they are George Han and Amelia Su.” 

“George Han ?” 

Hearing 

the name, the man in black was obviously taken aback. 

Although he has never been out of the Demon Castle, it is impossible for him not to have heard the 

name of such a big man. 

Or in other words, George Han is an extremely dangerous figure. 

“Then do you think that the Demon Castle is really a piece of paper? Is it possible for people to enter at 

will?” Speaking of which, the judge was also very depressed. 

If it weren’t for the fact that the city guards were too rubbish, they wouldn’t be so embarrassed. 

In fact, it was precisely because the judge knew that there was actually a power in the Demon Castle, so 

he did not join George Han for the first time. 

But has been hesitant very much. 

Tianmo Castle is such a big city, and it is also an important city in some aspects. 

How could they be just this surface force? ! 

Deadpool is the real elite of Tianmo Castle, and it is also the real ultimate move troop. 

It’s just that most of these people hide in the 



dark and are under the direct command of their superiors. Even Angelica is often difficult to govern 

them. 

“Are you going to kill them back? Do you need our help?” the judge asked. 

As soon as these words came out, a group of subordinates suddenly looked a little ugly. 

For them, they just came out of George Han’s devil’s cave, and they will be killed again, so there is no 

need to say more about the difficulty. 

However, the judge did not seem to be afraid of this, and his eyes were extremely sincere. 

“No need, since Deadpool has been dispatched, there is no need for others.” 

“We have always been inconvenient to fight with other troops.” 

The man in black refused to be very straightforward, but also very unrestrained. 

The judge nodded, but there was actually a glimmer of smugness in his eyes. 

In fact, he knew for a long time that even if he asked for the battle, the commander of this dead servant 

would never let him participate in the battle. 

As he said, Deadpool has been 

dispatched, and no one else is needed. 

This is where his pride lies. 

The judge just wanted to prove himself through his own statement. 

Does he really want to go to war? 

He’s not stupid. Going back to fight against George Han makes a lot of sense. Do you hate yourself for 

living too long? 

Damn, that’s a master who can use all magical skills to practice and play with ordinary subordinates. 

Playing with him, I don’t know if he will die, anyway, he will definitely die. 

“In this case, we immediately withdraw from the battle line, and then guard the four walls, refusing to 

let any fish slip through the net. Then, our brothers wait for the good news of your Deadpool.” The 

judge also grabbed the rope and climbed down. 

The leading man in black did not speak, but glanced at them. 

In the next second, they collectively released the daggers and knives that were on the necks of 

everyone, and then like a black wave, they rushed into the city frantically… 
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“Judge, what should we do?” 

“He’s it, Deadpool is still dispatched after all.” 



“We are really obedient . Waiting outside the city?” 

“If George Han wins, what will we do? Damn, he won’t be regarded as a group.” 

With the departure of Dead Servant, a group of people rushed to the judge’s side, you I opened my 

mouth one word at a time. 

Everyone has their own thoughts, but the goal is the same, that is, this war, they do not want to get 

involved. 

“But if we go too far, if Deadpool wins, we won’t be able to deal with each other.” 

“Yeah, if we leave without a fight and leave without a fight, we will definitely be held accountable.” 

“fu, horizontal and vertical . It’s all one death, it’s so fuing hard to deal with.” 

Everyone frowned when you said something to me. 

The judge did not speak, frowning tightly. 

He’s also thinking about it. 

After a while, 

he said, “Well, let’s send a small number of brothers to garrison outside the city.” 

“If George Han wins, our force will not pose any threat to him. Naturally, he will not It will spread the 

anger on us.” 

“At that time, we will save our lives, and we will simply bring these gold bricks to the fire.” 

“And if Deadpool wins, it will be easy to handle. In order to form a layer of defense network to prevent 

the opponent from rushing out easily, we set up several cards and extended them all the way to the 

outside.” 

Hearing the judge’s words, a group of people nodded. 

“Damn it, the judge is really a goddamn talent.” 

“Such a clever trick is just perfect.” 

“Following the judge, it really is different.” 

Listening to everyone’s compliments, the judge smiled proudly. 

This is not nonsense, if he has no brains, why 

can he sit in the current position in the Demon Castle. 

With Angelica’s character, he has long since died. 

“Everyone, I won’t say more nonsense, hurry up and act.” As soon as 

the words fell, the group of people hurriedly ran out of the city. 



Afterwards, according to the judge’s orders, the group quickly left a few teams of cannon fodder behind 

the city gate, and a large number of people hurriedly fled to a place a full mile or two outside the city to 

hide. 

At this time, George Han in the inner city looked at the polar bear army kneeling on the ground. 

He smiled bitterly, and then, he also fell to one knee on the ground. 

In his eyes, although these people are all new members, they are always his brothers. 

Since they were kneeling and kowtowing, George Han had absolutely no need to hold it there. 

Half-kneeling is a return gift. 

“Brothers, get up.” 

Seeing George Han and a half kneeling, everyone was shocked 

and at a loss for a while. 

He could only press his head lower, and his entire face was filled with fear. 

Scar didn’t dare to say more, so he got up in a hurry, and then greeted everyone to stand up quickly, 

they could kneel to George Han, but George Han used this kind of courtesy to return to them, they 

couldn’t bear it. 

As everyone got up, Scar also hurried forward a few steps at this time, and then helped George Han up. 

After George Han got up, he didn’t let go of the hand holding Scar, but took advantage of the situation 

to pull Scar to his side, and said softly: “Notify all the brothers immediately and retreat in an orderly 

manner.” 

“Retreat?” stunned. 

Immediately afterwards, he reacted violently, and then looked around with extreme vigilance, as if 

trying to find the incoming enemy. 

“Did the judge’s gang come back?” asked Scar. 

But when he looked around, he didn’t find any strange disturbances. 

Han 

George Han shook his head slightly: “He doesn’t have the guts.” 

Obviously, George Han could feel a strong killing intent approaching him from all directions. 

But the judge and others had confronted him, so he knew very well that those people didn’t have such 

strong murderous intent at all. 

Although they do have the greatest possibility to kill them because of jealousy and other reasons. 

But really not them. 

“Anyone else?” Scar asked suspiciously. 



George Han smiled softly: “Are you very strange?” 

George Han is not big enough, the huge demon castle, George Han cleaned up too smoothly, so from 

the beginning, George Han had reservations for a long time. 

Instead of arrogantly arrogant, thinking that he is the winner. 

“fu**, Alliance Leader, I’ll take my brothers to kill them now.” 

“No!” George Han was about to speak again, but at this moment, waves of black shadows appeared… 
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was only the first encounter, George Han couldn’t help but tremble. 

There are at least several thousand people in this group. What is even more frightening is that from the 

first time they met, George Han already knew that this group of people was definitely not simple. 

If George Han had to find an adjective, then the wolf should be the most appropriate thing George Han 

could think of. 

And these people are not only wolves, but also the most ferocious kind of wolves. 

Together, they are invincible, and when they are scattered, they are kings. 

“fu**, I didn’t expect that there is such a unit in Tianmo Castle.” 

George Han said as he subconsciously retreated to Amelia Su and the three children, blocking them from 

behind. 

At the same time, he hurriedly looked at Scar, and said hurriedly: “Let all the brothers withdraw 

quickly.” 

“ 

Remove, Alliance Leader, you take your wife and children to go first, I don’t care who he is, and don’t 

want to get close to you at all. ” When the 

words fell, Scar actually raised his spear and blocked it directly in front of George Han. 

George Han Mantou Black Line, although loyal is commendable, but the problem is that it is too stupid. 

“Those people are simply not something you can deal with now. I have just received tens of thousands 

of people, and you want to defeat me all at once?” 

Even George Han couldn’t help but complain at this time. 

“Bring all the brothers to withdraw immediately. This is an order, hurry up. 

“ 

Like him, who has been in the society all year round, although there are many other faults, the word 

loyalty is more important than anyone else. 

George Han is like a benefactor who is recreated. 



Naturally , he should go through fire and water, and he will not hesitate. 

“fu** you, let me tell you, if there is a brother who just died in vain, I’ll ask you.” 

“You only have one task, that is to reduce losses to Lao Tzu as much as possible, they are Lao Tzu’s old 

capital. , do you know?” 

George Han ordered. 

Having said this, Knife Scar finally nodded: “Okay, don’t worry, Alliance Leader, I will let the brothers 

withdraw first, and I will bring the armor to the rear.” 

George Han finally let out a sigh of relief. 

Damn, he knew that a person like Scar would have to get him to evacuate in a different way, so he called 

the evacuation a task. 

With the big wave of Scar’s hand, the polar bear members who were kneeling on the ground got up one 

after another, and then slowly retreated in confusion. 

As for George Han, 

while protecting Amelia Su behind him, let Amelia Su take the child to transfer first. 

Amelia Su doesn’t have the stubborn donkey like a knife scar. Although she wants to stay by George 

Han’s side, she is also aware of the dangers of the children. After explaining a few words to George Han, 

she is surrounded by the large army and moves towards the back. withdraw. 

At this time, George Han finally made his move, walked in the opposite direction of the crowd’s escape, 

and walked out slowly. 

The shadows on all sides also arrived in an instant. 

For those who fled and left, they did not chase after him, but completely surrounded George Han with 

three circles and three circles. 

About ten meters away from George Han, the leading man in black finally raised his hand, and the men 

in black immediately stopped. 

“You… just 

Is it George Han? He asked coldly. 

George Han smiled and said, “Is there anyone else here?” “ 

You’re so young, I don’t know if I should praise you for pushing the back waves of the Yangtze River and 

pushing the front waves, or I should say, you are not worthy of your name, and you are not as powerful 

as I imagined.” “The man in black said disdainfully. 

” I, George Han, don’t care what you think of me. After all, there are many people in this world who look 

at me. What are you? “ 

Whether strong or not, still need to see him? 



“You are really crazy, but I like it. “ 

“Unfortunately, madness is also limited. “ 

“At least in front of me, you do not have this qualification. “ 

George Han laughed: “Many people who died at my hands have said this, including Angelica… and 

you…” 
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“Yes, there are many people in the world who speak, but there are not many people who can achieve 

it.” 

“It’s a coincidence that, We are the ones who can do what we say.” 

George Han saw that his own people had almost withdrawn, and he was too lazy to talk nonsense with 

him at the moment, holding the jade sword in his hand: “Then I want to see, how are you doing? Do 

what you say.” 

The man in black also smiled coldly, a trace of sinisterness flashing in his eyes. 

“Do it!” As soon as 

the words fell, the men in black suddenly turned around and rushed towards George Han. 

Looking back, George Han couldn’t help frowning, a little surprised for a while. 

Although they appeared to be a group of people rushing over, in fact they came like the surface of the 

sea. 

Everyone is like a wave, a single individual flutters and scatters, ups and downs, but in the blink of an 

eye, they gather together to form a huge wave, carrying a monstrous momentum, overwhelming the 

sky. 

But looking back again, those giant waves were like the claws of the devil, and then spread out 

immediately, and they were like countless raindrops falling from the sky. 

In just a few seconds, the people in black around him have already changed countless forms. Even 

George Han, a man who has experienced hundreds of battles, can’t help but feel a pain in his head and 

dizzy eyes at this time. 

And the man in black, who had just talked to him, also suddenly attacked George Han directly. 

The jade sword swiped directly, and George Han’s body was transformed into one, without any slack, 

and greeted him casually. 

Hei Ying was the closest, and naturally he was the first to confront George Han. 

The jade sword is like a awn, and it points straight at its body. 

“brush!” 

With only a light sound, the jade sword pierced the black shadow. 



But before George Han was happy, the black shadow that was stabbed disappeared instantly. 

After that, almost at the same time, George Han obviously felt something condensed behind him, and 

then slapped his back with a violent palm. 

“It’s interesting.” 

George Han turned over immediately, and Yujian blocked in front of him. 

boom! 

The palm transformed by the shadow slapped directly on the sword, and at the same time, the huge 

inertia and impact force directly pushed George Han with the sword several meters away. 

Even if George Han resisted with all his strength, he was obviously unable to withstand the opponent’s 

impact for a while, and his feet even rubbed against the ground to burst out sparks. 

“Humph!” The 

shadow smiled, and the shape of the loom moved. It was originally a human shape and instantly turned 

into a shadow, attacking George Han’s chest like a huge black snake. 

Depend on! 

Even though George Han’s reaction was fast enough, facing such a fierce and continuous attack, he was 

also a little overwhelmed for a while. 

In a hurry, one withdrew his sword and turned around, taking advantage of the momentum and 

blocking, barely responding to this wave of attacks. 

But everything is not over, and the shadows attacking from all directions are also killed at this time. 

boom! 

Like a huge wave on all sides, it directly presses down as if covering the sky and the sun. 

“I’m going!” 

As strong as George Han, he was completely speechless at this time. 

This particular one was not resolved, and a bunch of them came directly, which was simply exhausting 

to deal with. 

No wonder this man in black is so popular, to a certain extent, he has his crazy capital. 

That is George Han, I am afraid that if it were someone else, he would have already been attacked by 

such a party, and he would have peeled off his skin if he didn’t die. 

George Han didn’t have any space to hide, and he never planned to dodge. He directly propped up an 

energy wall with his left hand, and his energy suddenly exploded! 

Boom! 



Even though the black waves that came from all sides had completely surrounded George Han, this 

strong energy still directly broke them through a few meters. 

George Han immediately had a space. 

“Just you guys?” 

For someone like George Han, either don’t give him any space at all and suppress him to death, or just 

kill him instantly without giving him a chance to breathe. 

Because once you give him any gap, he will come back in an instant and give you a hard blow. 

But now, when George Han had space, the Skyfire Moon Wheel directly carried the Jade Sword into the 

sky. 

At the same time, on top of George Han’s right hand, Fen Ji was frantically accumulating energy, and the 

left hand Emperor You also rose steadily. 

Yes, there is no one in the world who can give George Han a breath of air. 

“Get out of here!” 

Angrily shouted! 

The Skyfire Moon Wheel bore the brunt of the brunt, and after several laps in a row, it broke through 

the black wave and rushed out directly. 

As for George Han, Fen Ji suddenly ignited the air, driving George Han to rise into the sky. 

The black waves hurriedly assembled and formed a barrier to block the way… 
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“Drink!” With a cold drink 

, George Han ignored him, and suddenly he swung his right fist directly. 

With this punch, George Han had no intention of showing mercy at all. 

A single punch can be worth a hundred punches! 

boom! 

When the fist hit the black wave, the flame spread wildly, and in an instant, the black wave was like 

black oil being ignited. 

“Roar!” 

But even so, Heilang didn’t show any signs of retreating. He just rolled in the air with some pain. In the 

next second, like a wounded and angry dragon, he directly attacked George Han. . 

“Damn, I’m waiting for you.” 

“Emperor You!” 



His left hand slammed into it, and in an instant, Emperor You directly turned his strength. 

The huge black wave like a dragon stopped instantly! 

“Pangu’s Axe!” 

With a loud roar, Pangu’s axe was directly grasped in his right hand, and then, George Han flew to the 

sky, holding the axe and slashed towards the black “dragon”. 

puff! 

The axe went down, clean and neat, the black long dragon had almost no room for counter-attack, and 

its body was directly cut in half. 

boom! 

The black “dragon” fell directly to the ground, and after it fell to the ground, countless black qi spread 

out, and after that… 

they disappeared completely, and the anti-Buddha never existed. 

“George Han is worthy of being George Han. The strength of the battle is really comparable to other 

people. I admire him.” 

A voice came, and George Han could hear it. The voice belonged to the man in black, but unfortunately, 

when he looked around, he couldn’t see where the voice came from. 

You know, in terms of George Han’s consciousness, it is rare that he can’t find a figure. 

George Han also knew that this time, he might really run into trouble. 

However, the existence of such a master in such a big Demon Castle was actually expected by George 

Han. 

“You’re not bad.” George Han said coldly. 

“This point, you don’t need to say more, of course, you don’t need to be complacent because of my 

praise. To me, you have fought a beautiful turnaround, but it doesn’t mean anything.” 

“Dead man . After all, he is a dead person, no one cares whether he is on his back or his face.” 

George Han listened to his confident words and really wanted to punch this ba**** to death. 

The accomplishment of pretending to be forced is simply to force yourself, and let yourself not be forced 

to pretend! 

I rely on! 

“I don’t know what to say, but I want you to see whether you are facing up or I am facing up.” As the 

words ended, George Han’s body suddenly burst with more energy. 

“Hmph, it’s a pity, you can’t even find me anywhere.” 

“However, you don’t have to rush to find me, because you don’t have the qualifications at all.” After the 



words were finished, the surrounding black waves suddenly gathered again. 

And when George Han looked back, where were the black waves around him? 

However, they are all full of people. 

George Han was almost surrounded by water! 

“It’s really interesting.” 

Their personnel did not seem to have decreased in the slightest, but George Han knew very well that he 

had already killed a black dragon transformed by this group of people… 

How could they have not decreased their personnel? 

But at this time, George Han had no time to think about it. 

Because with this group of people appearing in front of him, the next moment, I don’t know who was 

the first to draw the sword, after that, I only heard the sound of swords. 

Everyone immediately pulled out the bright long swords on their bodies. 

Each one stared at George Han with a sinister look. 

George Han didn’t speak, his body shrank slightly, the Heavenly Fire Moon Wheel entrained the jade 

sword hanging above his head, ready to go. 

“Kill!” 

Someone shouted, and thousands of men in black instantly rushed towards George Han like wolves. 

“Madam, the situation of the alliance leader is not very good, how about I go to help?” 

In a dark place in a corner, Scar and Amelia Su are hiding there. Although Scar has already reached the 

limit of his physical strength, his heart is George Han. He still didn’t take off that cumbersome armor. 

Amelia Su did not speak. 

Originally, she should be extremely confident in George Han. 

After all, she has witnessed many times the desperate situation that George Han has experienced. 

Therefore, Amelia Su is almost immersed in George Han’s ability to survive, and she is very confident. 

But today, for some reason, Amelia Su is very uneasy… 

 


